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About This Game
Developer's Note
Hi, I'm Alex Schearer the founder of Spotted Zebra Software. I've been making games for a while, but always in two
dimensions. I wanted to learn how to make 3D games and decided that making a game a week was a good, challenging way to
do so.
Arrowpoint is my second week long game. You've got a bow, a horse, and a burning desire for glory. Luck would have it that
there's a mysterious beast wandering the desert nearby, so what are you waiting for? Go forth and leave your mark on the world!
Arrowpoint is a simple game about hitting a bunch of targets and waging battle with a huge beast. It's fun because firing arrows
from horseback is fun and because waging war with giants is fun.
I'm releasing Arrowpoint for one dollar so people can join me in this crazy game-a-week adventure. If you'd like to share your
thoughts, please leave a review or post to the Steam forums. If I get enough feedback I will improve the game based on what
player's want.
Thanks for reading this; I really hope you enjoy the game!
Alex Schearer - Spotted Zebra Software

Gameplay
Ride your horse and fire at increasingly more challenging targets. Wage battle with a giant monster. Record your name for
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eternity in the Steam Leaderboards.

Controls
Mouse only: Click to start moving. Hold down right-click to aim. Hold left-click to draw bow. Release left-click to fire arrow.

Features
Horseback archery
Epic battle against a giant enemy
Beautiful, 3D environment and effects
Challenging level design
Steam Leaderboards support
Short, fun pick up and play gameplay
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Title: Arrowpoint
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Spotted Zebra Software LLC
Publisher:
Spotted Zebra Software LLC
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 10
Processor: Intel i5
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: An integrated graphics card
Storage: 1500 MB available space
Additional Notes: You can run the game on "Very Low" graphical settings with these specs. Lower your resolution if things are
still choppy.
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9.5/10. I'd like to like this game, but most of it isn't in English when English is on, sights are broken, as you can barely aim with
them and some of the rifle isn't showing when aiming down sights. Video has lied, but this game can be fixed over time.
Overall, 3/10. this games drawful! Drawful 2. Buggy pile of crap. You must log in every time to the yuplay services to play even
campaign missions, which, even if you save your login information, must be done every time the game is launched.
Then after you exit the game yuplay keeps running which makes steam think the game is still going so if you try to launch it
again, it will fail. To get the game to relaunch you have to close yuplay in the task manager every time.
Launch game in steam, click login in bottom left of launcher, type in login info, launch game, play, exit, if you don't log off or
restart your computer, ctrl alt delete, end yuplay process, repeat.
Now for the game itself, the voice acting is horrid, and the end of missions bug out every time. I try landing at the airfields the
mission tells me to and nothing happens, so I usually end up having to fly the plane into the ground blowing it up before the
cutscene takes over. For the first few missions it played out like some incompetent British Airmen that couldn't go a single
flight without wrecking his plane, even if it was flying to the end of a runway, after successfully coming to a stop, and slamming
into a row of trees.. This game is nothing like their description. No one playing multiplayer. Controls are horrible. Feels like ice
skating in space on a car hood.
Here is some gameplay.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzOF6Gxk-uE. My second time reviewing (looks like I did not save the previous attempt).
I love educational games. And this one is not only educational it is stunningly beautiful too. Very immersive even if you just
pllays it on a PC/laptop without the VR.. You like Worms?
You wanna play it in 3D?
You've got your answer.. 2 hard to play
2 hard to rate
6/10
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I was totally addicted to this game for a few days.. its old school game, this game make me sick "thumbs up". What I think about
the Desert (Singleplayer): this place is one of the worst maps, it has Water hogging camels and is impossible to survive in.
What I think about the Game: Multiplayer is better than single player because there are no annoying NPC's, I also think The
Game is 50% dead because there hasn't been news ever since March
How Much i Hate/Like this game: Neutral. This is very fun game and it has extremly good asthetics (no pun intended) but only
when you can play it. This is a online only game and nobody is playing it. The only chance you have to play is with a friend or
know somone else who plays this game or practice mode. Hopefully the creators will add a singleplayer mode.. Sooooo fun
Nightmare reminds me of Nazi Zombies and is fun to reply due to the fact you unlock more from getting points
The Bedroom is an awesome puzzle and so tense
Ethan Must Die is a really fun game mode, so much replayability. Just gotta be careful
Buy this for a good time. This sure looked like a game I would like, and I was not wrong.
Approach this as you would a roguelike - the rules are sparsely explained, and you will die a lot until you figure things out.
(Even after you figure things out, you will still die a lot.)
When you are first playing and learning, it is easy to think of the game as "cheap", and your fate decided by the whims of
chance, but this is not true. Like any good roguelike, there are steps you can take to get the engine rolling, and paths that are
optimal - and suboptimal - in various situations. Bad dice rolls will mean failure and death - but good strategy will often be
enough to overcome failure. It won't feel this way to you early, but persevere and you'll figure it out.
Hopefully there is DLC with more scenarios forthcoming, or maybe expansions! It's a great little game.. Bora Suck♥♥♥♥♥♥
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